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«MESHRUM» [Bénédicte Brunet (La Grange UNIL) + Martin Schick
MESHRUM is connec(blueFACTORY) + Antoine Verdon (IMEX) + Sarah Koller (CID UNIL)] is a
ting people, institutions,
neologism referring to mushrooms, mesh, mess and awkwardness,
projects, stories and mindsets, taking action towards
in resonance to Haraway, Tsing and Morton. We like the fact that it
a shifting society. MESHRUM
seems to belong to different language. Functions are fluid among
creates space to gather outside
initiators, collaborators, actors, supporters, advocates & friends.
institutional lines. Working in
MESHRUM is open to additional people, projects, stories
collaboration with other fields makes
and mind sets.
it possible to create experiences that
address a public going beyond the
traditional theater audience. We act
through several projects, each different, but
We need to foster a better understanding of
carrying similar values, tools, and intentions.
complex societal issues among artists and
2021: FARIy Circus @m2act / Universal Basic Ininstitutions, engaging them in a transition
come Experience @StrategieDialog21 / Play Forward
toward new paradigms. Through artistic
@TRANSHOUSE / Living the death @CID UNIL
and scientific co-experimentation,
MESHRUM aims at resetting ongoing interactions between people,
territories, ideas and practices.
Performing arts are taking advantage of their freedom of action
Therefore, putting perforto take co-responsibility in the co-creation of a fair and sustainmative arts in a proactive
able society. Their works and statements are less off-ground and
role, being relevant as an
more connected with each-other and to the audience — which is
engine of sustainable
diversified. The outputs that have the most impact are described as
social reshaping, and
part of an open-source toolkit for action and shared with other artists
being in places,
and activists globally. MESHRUM is ready to enforce this stream: create
where they were
situations and experiences that allow a larger public to change their undermissing.
standing and acting — including that of the performing arts.

WHY?

VISION?

M2ACT@GESSNERALLEE
25. SEPT 2021
m2act supports co-creative projects that contribute to fair and sustainable practices in the
performing arts — from small experimental set-ups to large projects with audiences.
This project idea is supported in the frame of m2act Call for Proposals 2021 and takes part in
the «FAIRy Circus» at m2act Campus 2021. m2act.ch

